
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Get prepared for melodic areas, playful feelings and fine woman vocal in the 
airy heart performed by Slovak producers. Let´s start the summer time with 
our release „Sunny Day“. Don´t forget your sunglasses, because Djane Tracy 
together with the great remixes by Hyricz, SouTHboy & Blue Motion embody 
the sunshine now. 
 
RELEASE INFO: 
Title: DJane Tracy – Sunny Day  
Catalog: mld_015 
Date: 02.06.2011 
Format: 320 Kbps Mp3 
              
TRACKLISTING: 
1. DJane Tracy – Sunny Day (Original Mix) (03:56) 
2. DJane Tracy – Sunny Day (Hyricz “Melody From The Sun” Remix) (08:01) 
3. DJane Tracy – Sunny Day (SouTHboy „SunBurn“ Remix) (09:39) 
4. DJane Tracy – Sunny Day (Blue Motion Remix) (05:32) 
 
NETLABEL INFO: 
Name: Melodica 
Country: Slovakia 
Web: www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
MASTERING:   
Sigurt | www.sigurt.sk 
 
ARTWORK:   
Kaizels | www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
CREDITS: 

  
DJANE TRACY | http://www.facebook.com/djanetracy  
Tracy is djane, producer and singer from Slovakia. As djane she plays 
house and breakbeat, as producer is signed to VIM Records and 
Melodica Netlabel. After high school she has performed with the band in 
Slovakia and Austria. She also won T-mobile Remix Competition in 
Slovakia. Currently she is working on new tracks and vocals and also will 
be moderator of new Breaks.sk podcast. 
 
 
 
 

 
  

BLUE MOTION | http://soundcloud.com/bluemotion 
Since forming Blue Motion in 2009, Slovakia’s Dirrrty B and Belgian's 
Influenza Media founder Eros have set out across the airwaves, 
unleashing a relentless amount of deep and soul-moving musical allure 
to the masses.  Lashing out like an unexpected storm, the duo has left its 
imprint on many well known labels, including Fokuz, Phunkfiction, 
Spearhead, Good Looking, Blu Saphir, Citrus, Telluric, Peer Pressure, 
Point 9 Audio, Temper D Productions, Future Thinkin, and Influenza 
Media, and has collaborated with the likes of Sconeboy, The Square, 
Atmospherix, Brandon Miles, Paul SG, Mutt, Stanza, Wreckage 
Machinery, and SoulTec. Vocalists Grimm and MC Fava have also been 

heard as their vocal stylings creep through the depths of this emotional sound mosaic. 
 

 
HYRICZ |  http://www.myspace.com/hyriczcole 
He has been a dj since his 17 years and since that time he has come 
through a wide variety of dance styles. At present he feels ‘at home' 
along minimal, electro, tech and progressive house. His sets are 
characterized by originality, actuality, interesting and seasonable track 
selection, accurate mixing and right feeling. From February 2008 his 
radioshow Minimatica is regularly broadcasted at well-known American 
dance radio Digitally Imported (www.di.fm). Besides playing he produces 
his own tracks in minimal and tech-house styles on labels like Seta, 
Sumo, Another chance rec and more. 
 

 
  
SOUTHBOY |  http://www.myspace.com/southboydj  
SouTHboy is a DJ and producer from the city of Trencin (Slovakia). His 
first attempts to make his own music date back to 1999 when he 
produced mainly acid techno. But it took ten more years of constant 
evolving and many more finished tracks for him to be able to say: „Now, 
this is the sound I am satisfied with. This is the sound I can share with 
the world.“ And what is that particular trademark sound of his? Some 
may call it progressive house, some call it tech house, many more say 
there 's some trance-like feeling to it. Nevertheless, whatever pigeon hole 
suits you personally – be assured that every single track tells a story of 
melody and some pleasant melancholy. 


